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From the Head

Our beautiful school grounds 
have been turned into a magical 
and stunning snow scene this 
week. The staff and children 
here in school have greatly 
enjoyed playtimes in the snow, 
and there have been a number of 
snowball fights! A few snowmen 
and snow animals have popped 
up around the grounds too. The 
school setting is stunning in all 
weathers, but especially in the 
snow, as you will see from some 
of our photos in this edition of 
The Week.

Looking ahead to next week, it is 
Shrove Tuesday, and following 
my assembly on Monday, I have 
set a pancake challenge. Please 
send a photo of the delicious 
homemade pancakes or crêpes 
that you make over the half term 
to challenge@junior-kings.co.uk.

I’d like to take this opportunity 
to wish a number of our families 
a very happy New Year of 
the Ox, and I wish everyone a  
well-deserved, relaxing and 
restful half term holiday.

Last week’s challenge tied in with the Children’s Mental Health Week 
theme, “express yourself”. Martha build a nature shelter for wildlife: 5-star 
hedgehog accommodation! Jack expresses himself best outside, Molly 
made funky cupcakes, Steven drew this beautiful picture, Ivan sketched 
this amazing dragon and Thomas made models out of cardboard. You 
can read about Casper and Charlotte’s sporty challenge on the next page.

Jack (5S)

Thomas (8S)

Molly (8SK)

Steven (7J)

Ivan (8SK)

Martha (5S)
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Missing School Uniform?

Are you nostalgic for the sight of our lovely school 
uniform? Many of you will know and remember the 
multi-talented Mrs Öbo, our former Head of Drama, 
who left the school last year after 12 years with us 
at Junior King’s. A first-class seamstress, Mrs Öbo 
has been busy making baby clothes in lockdown, as 
well as creating this fantastic Junior King’s uniform, 
miniaturised perfectly for one lucky doll. Check out 
those gorgeous details! While the Prep School uniform 
is modelled here, there’s a Pre-Prep version in her 

repertoire too. We hope you love 
these pictures as much as 

we do.

Casper and Charlotte’s  
Challenge

Lucinda Lands Junior Associate

Congratulations 
to Lucinda (3L), 
who successfully 
auditioned with 
the Cecchetti 
Ballet Associates 
and has been 
offered a place as 
a Junior Associate. 
Lucinda will join 
the other Junior 
Associates on 
Zoom until she is 
able to dance at the Rambert School of Ballet and 
Contemporary Dance in London, hopefully in 
the Summer Term.

Casper (6M) and Charlotte (5S) will be spending 
the next three weeks undertaking a sponsored run 
for mental health charity, Mind. Having completed 
a 220km walk two years ago, in the midst of the 
current lockdown, they have challenged themselves 
to match that distance by running in the field next 
to their house in order to raise funds for Mind: a 
very important charity that provides support to 
those experiencing mental health problems. While 
the series of lockdowns we have experienced in the 
UK have been tough, it’s important to continue to 
look towards the future, stay active in body and 
mind and try to maintain an outward-looking 
mindset. Personal challenges and charity work are 
a great way to stay focused and to make sure this 
strange time can result in something positive and 
beneficial. We wish Casper and Charlotte the very 
best of luck in achieving their goal!

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Let it Snow!

We had some very exciting weather this week in East Kent. From the key worker groups on site to pupils 
learning from home in the local area, we very much enjoyed playing in the snow on Sunday and into this week. 
Whether you enjoyed a flurry of flakes where you are or whether you heard about it in class this week from 
warmer lands, we hope you enjoy these pictures of our snowy site and of pupils making the most of the weather.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

The Nursery children have made a beautiful heart for 
all of their Nursery friends, near and far. Although 
you cannot be with us, we have loved hearing your 
news and seeing your photos and videos. No matter 
how far away you are, from New York to Switzerland, 
Wales to Canterbury, you are always in our hearts. We 
miss our friends, think of you often and look forward 
to a time when we are all together again. Our hearts 
send you all much love from the Nursery.

Year 4 have been building their own robots in DT. 
Here’s 4M showing off their finished robots in class, 
along with Hanya’s design and finished bear robot, 
and work by Kayesha and Mackenzie. Each robot had 
to have a simple machine and at least one moving part. 
Amazing work, Year 4!

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

THE PEASANTS REVOLT 
1381

by Ozzy Durran
6M

In History, Ozzy (6M) created this fantastic comic to tell the story of the Peasants’ Revolt.

Year 2 learned all about St Valentine earlier this week. They’ve made 
their cards, written special messages of love and appreciation and have 
followed recipe instructions to bake delicious Valentine heart biscuits.

Aboriginal art by Madhu (6M), Rio 
(6P) and Sasha (6R).

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

The Forest of Freedom – Sophia (6P)

In the forest of freedom, I found 
a curious chimpanzee calling a caiman, 
a dark-orange dingo digging a den,  
as the creamy clouds crawled across the skies.

In the forest of freedom, I found 
a leaping leopard launching into lavender, 
a playful pronghorn paddling in a pool, 
as the sun slept, slightly snoring.

In the forest of freedom, I found  
a lethargic lemur lying with a lemming, 
a large lion leaping over leopards, 
as the saffron sky sizzled in the heat. 

The Meadows of Mystery – Chloe (6M)

In the meadows of mystery, I made 
the sound of grass swaying side by side, 
cars zooming zestfully in the background 
and the whirling wind whistling while the red robin 
passes by.

In the meadows of mystery, I made 
an army of ants ambushing honey, 
a dear dog looking directly at a daisy 
and the fluttering and flickering wings of a butterfly 
far, far away.

In the meadows of mystery, I made  
the curious smell of coffee going cold, 
the pitter patter of rain landing on windows 
and the gasp of a rainbow revealing its irreplaceable 
beauty.

The Den of Destruction – Aadham (6P)

In the Den of Destruction, I discovered 
an army of angry anacondas attacking an annoyed 
alligator, 
a scaly snake, slithering on the smooth stone 
and a crazy camel, crunching cold carrots.

In the Den of Destruction, I discovered 
A fridge full of Fantas, foaming to the brim, 
the raging rapids of a river  
and packets of perfect pepperoni pizza.

In the Den of Destruction, I discovered 
a dangerous donkey, dirty as a dump-yard, 
a shrieking shelf, still as stone 
and an elegant eagle, eating elephants.

In the Den of Destruction, I discovered 
an enormous egg, exceedingly eerie, 
a comfy cushion, creating a casual climate 
and a shining star, shimmering like sparkles.

The Mountains of Misery – Lili (6M)

In the mountains of misery, I made  
a hungry hare hurrying along, 
a special sparkling sheet of snow, 
a whispering wolf walking westward 
and a majestic magpie mumbling maliciously.

In the mountains of misery, I made 
a ferocious fox’s gleaming white breath, 
the sound of the wind, closing its mouth, 
the sun’s glare, as his eye stares suddenly 
and a car’s face, as it whips violently round a bend.

In the mountains of misery, I made  
a rippling river, running around a rough rock,  
a colourful Christmas tree, tall as a gigantic giant,  
a small snowdrop, as still as a statue 
and the moon, her crystalline colour unbeatable.

In the mountains of misery, I made  
a swaying skier, sliding suddenly down a slope, 
a mysterious mist, moving over the clouds, 
a strange shadow, sliding ominously 
and a trembling tornado, whirring round and round.

The Forest of Freedom – Sophie (6R)

In the forest of freedom, I found 
a big brown bear bouncing badly, 
an ambitious ant angrily marching 
and a wise wolf weirdly waving.

In the forest of freedom, I found 
a devious dragon fighting a destroyed tree, 
a brave beetle battling a black baboon 
and a sly serpent spying on a soulful squirrel.

In the forest of freedom, I felt 
a silly snake on my soggy shoe, 
a cute caterpillar cuddling my cold cheek 
and a mean monkey messing with my miniature mind.

Mrs Pattinson’s English set have been looking at the poem ‘The Cave of Curiosity’ by Pie Corbett as a basis for 
their own alliterative poems. Check out some of their wonderful work below.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Our Week in Online Learning

Do you want to build an... igloo? Reception finished 
their Polar regions topic this week by learning about 
the indigenous Inuit community in the Arctic. Joshua 
and Eloise made use of the snow and built their 
own igloos. JimBob found some polar penguins... in 
Dubai of all places! They’ve also been preparing for 
Valentine’s Day. Here’s Kaylan with his love bug card. 

Many Year 2s have seized 
the moment in this winter 
wonderland! They’ve been 
engaged, active and have 
enjoyed what nature has brought 
us this week.

More smashing sarcophagi by Year 3 members 
Cassiopea and Hajun.

In celebration of Chinese New Year, pupils in Mr 
Stonier’s Year 8 Maths set made shapes using the 
ancient tangram Chinese puzzle. The tangram is a 
dissection puzzle consisting of seven flat polygons, 
called tans, which are put together to form shapes. The 
objective is to replicate a pattern generally found in a 
puzzle book using all seven pieces without overlap. 
The tans can also be used to create original minimalist 
designs. Tangrams are reputed to have been invented 
in China in the late 18th century and exported to 
Europe and America shortly after. It is one of the most 
widely recognised dissection puzzles in the world 
and has been used for various purposes, including 
amusement, art and education.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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We very much enjoyed the second week of the Festival of Literature this week, which allowed us digital 
access to some wonderful author talks. Over the past two weeks, different year groups have been treated to 
some fantastic storytelling with Emily Hanna-Grazebrook; heard about adventuring from Anna McNuff; 
watched Joseph Coelho talk about his new verse novel, The Girl Who Turned Into a Tree, based on the Greek 
myth of Daphne and Apollo; listened to Anthony McGowan talk about his journey to becoming a writer; 
heard Matt Oldfield talk about his award-winning sports book, Unbelievable Football, and 
more! With the talks available to watch on catch up, some pupils can look forward 
to hearing from Onjali Q. Raúf and Kiran 
Millwood Hargrave next half term. Some 
great discussions and work came out 
of the talks, including some impressive 
creative writing! Check out the following 
examples from members of Year 6 and 
Year 7 on this page and the next.

Festival of Literature

Sudden Death

The game ended at 2-2. We went to penalty shootout. 
England vs Germany. Who will win? I saw sweat 
running down the German players’ red, glistening 
faces. Then I saw my team, England, they were 
extremely tired, but they looked determined. We are 
going to WIN.

Germany won the toss and went first. As usual they 
scored all their penalties. In this case so did we. Then 
it came down to the last penalties. The German player 
stepped up; she was called “The Beast”. She literally 
was a beast. Her muscles were unreal. Compared to 
our goalie, she was a giant! Our goalie was a small 
woman but her defensive skills were amazing! She 
could jump to around six feet: the springs in her feet 
were incredible. The Beast hammered the ball at our 
goal but our goalie was able to spring into action and 
deflect the ball over the bar.

I stepped up to take the final penalty. I knew if I scored 
this we would win but I tried not to think about it. 
All I was thinking about was hitting the penalty into 
the goal. I cleared my head, stepped up and struck 
the ball beautifully into the GOAL! I let out a cheer, 
but that noise was drowned out by the ecstatic crowd. 
What a moment this was!  

Grace (6P)

The Horror Pen 

It was down to the final penalty. Gareth Southgate 
was to take the strike that would carry England to the 
finals. As the team wished him good luck, he strode 
onto the pitch with his head held high.  

He picked up the ball, put it on the penalty spot and 
walked back slowly. He looked at all the corners of 
the goal and then straight at the goalie. Suddenly he 
ran hard and pelted the ball straight down the middle 
but the goalie saved it easily. That meant that if the 
Germans scored now they would go to the final and 
England would not! 

The crowd gasped with disappointment as the 
German player stepped up to the “P” spot and kissed 
the ball for extra luck. He put the ball down, then 
stepped back by five. He looked where he wanted the 
ball to go and shot the ball in the top right corner! We 
all knew what this meant... Germany would go on to 
the final. And England would just watch. 

Kit (6R)

Year 6 enjoyed Matt Oldfield’s sporty talk about his 
football books. To get their heads in the game for some 
creative writing, they watched clips from an infamous 
penalty shootout and listened to the song ‘It’s Coming 
Home’ before writing about a tense football moment. 
Lovely work here by Kit and Grace.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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A Place I’d Like To Go

There is a place I’d like to go 
So much to see, so much to write. 
The mountains are a wonderful sight 
But when I want to go  
The Government says no. 
Even if it’s just one night 
There is a place I’d like to go 
So much to see, so much to write. 
Mountains covered in snow 
Such delight 
Powdery and bright 
Melted below 
There is a place I’d like to go 
So much to see, so much to write.

Bobby (7C)

Mosquito

The most feared insect... mosquito 
It comes while you sleep in the dead of night... 
A mosquito flies near the light 
This insect loves a warm glow 
The most feared insect... mosquito 
It comes while you sleep in the dead of night... 
A baby is born in the water flow 
Mosquito is looking for you so it can bite 
Maybe this vampire will bite you tonight?! 
So I will show 
The most feared insect... mosquito 
It comes while you sleep in the dead of night...

Riichi (7C)

Mrs Holland’s Year 7 EAL English group listened to 
Joseph Coelho’s talk and were asked to doodle about 
what they heard (examples from Flora and Steven 
below). They then had a go at writing their own rondel 
poems, inspired by Coelho’s talk. Wonderful examples 
from Bobby and Riichi on the right. Notice the rhyme 
schemes they’ve used, which demonstrate the general 
principles of the rondel beautifully.

Festival of Literature

To recap the vocabulary they have learned this term in French and Spanish, pupils drew calligrams, enjoying some 
time away from their screens. Great work here by Sage (8L), Leah (5S), Kate (7C) and Auberon (7C)

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Pythagoras: Greek Philosopher and Mathematician

Pupils in Year 8 have been learning about Pythagoras and his impact on the world 
of Maths. They were asked to do a mini research project on who Pythagoras was 
and why his findings are still important. They had to find out the following:

1) Who was Pythagoras?

Pythagoras was an ancient Greek philosopher and 
the founder of Pythagoras’s theorem. He was born 
in 570BC and passed away in 495BC. Although he 
was born in Samos, Greece, he travelled to Croton 
in southern Italy and spent most of his life there, 
where he founded a school.  

2) What is Pythagoras’s Theorem? 

3) Some interesting facts 
about Pythagoras:

 ♦ He was also a 
philosopher and founder 
of Pythagoreanism, a 
religious movement.

 ♦ Metaphysics, mathematics, music, politics and 
ethics were his areas of knowledge.

 ♦ We are told that he was the first person to 
suggest that the earth is round.

 ♦ Men and women made a vow to one another 
and pursued religion, studied philosophical 
theories and religious theories at an organisation 
he set up, which was similar to school.

 ♦ He gave speeches behind a curtain.
 ♦ Pythagoras supposedly led a cult that worshipped 

numbers, in particular the number 10!
4) A few quotes that have been attributed to 
Pythagoras:

‘Silence is better than words’

‘In anger we should refrain from both speech and 
action.’

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Scholarship Awards

We are very proud of all our pupils who took part in the 11+ Academic Awards and The King’s School’s 13+ 
Scholarship Awards in Art, DT, Drama and Music this year. The following pupils have been offered scholarships, 
exhibitions and places on excellence programmes:

King’s School 13+ Scholarship Awards

ART

Art Exhibition

Caroline C

Art Excellence Programme

Chiara B 
Maria R 
Anna R

DRAMA

Drama Scholarship

Theo P

Drama Exhibition

Molly J

Drama Excellence Programme

Ayshia A 
Thomas H 
Hermione M 
Joseph O 
Flavia P

DT

DT Scholarship

Misha M

DT Exhibition

Rupert B 
Thomas H 
Toby N

DT Excellence Programme

Scarlett L 
Sabrina L 
Georgia R

MUSIC

Music Scholarships

Xiao Xiao A 
Pani C 
Joseph O

11+ Academic Awards

11+ Exhibition

Saku B-O 
Chloe J 
Romilly P 
Aadham M 
Casper M

Year 7 have been taking the 
Arcimboldo-inspired creations that 
they previously photographed and 
turning them into sketches. Lovely 
work here by Auberon, Sophie and 
Milly.

Year 1 continued their work on traditional tales this week. Here’s Andrew 
hard at work, and Olivia and Maia’s Rapunzel towers, which the children 
were challenged to build out of card and paper.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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On this Friday

Weekly Challenge

Flashback Friday

Where in the World Poem of the Week

On this day in 1994, two men broke 
into the National Gallery in Oslo and 
stole its version of the painting The 
Scream by Norwegian artist Edvard 
Munch. They left a note that read, 
‘Thanks for the poor security’. The 
painting was recovered undamaged 
on 7 May 1994.

Following Mrs Károlyi’s assembly 
about Shrove Tuesday, also known 
as Pancake Day (which falls on 
Tuesday 16 February this year), 
your challenge is to make pancakes 
and send in a photo to challenge@
junior-kings.co.uk. Mrs Károlyi’s 
easy recipe for Scotch pancakes can 
be found at the end of this edition 
of The Week. Here are some she 
made earlier. Happy frying!Do you remember last year’s 

Middle School production of Peter 
Pan Jr? Six months in the making, 
pupils trod the boards (and walked 
the plank) in the production last 
February. Hard work from the pupil 
community also went into props, 
costumes and set, with the stage 
crew also manned by pupils. A real 
team effort, the play was a triumph 
of ingenuity and teamwork. 

In which country would you find 
this amazing complex? The oldest 
and largest of the structures pictured 
is one of the Seven Wonders of the 
Ancient World (and the only one 
still in existence today).

The answer can be found later in 
this edition of The Week.

I Do Not Mind You, 
Winter Wind

I do not mind you, Winter 
Wind, 
When you come whirling by, 
To tickle me with snowflakes 
Drifting softly from the sky.

I do not even mind you 
When you nibble at my skin, 
Scrambling over all of me 
Attempting to get in.

But when you bowl me over 
And I land on my behind, 
Then I must tell you, Winter 
Wind, 
I mind! I really mind!

Jack Prelutsky

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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How well do you know your nursery rhymes? Below are ten nursery rhymes 
with their memorable lyrics represented through emojis. Can you work out 

which rhymes they represent?
Answers can be found on the next page.

Nursery Rhyme Emoji Quiz

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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Answers

Where in the World

The image shows the Giza Pyramid Complex (also 
known as the Giza Necropolis) in Egypt. The site 
includes the Great Sphinx of Giza and the Great 
Pyramid of Giza. Egyptologists believe that its 
construction was finished around 2560 BC.

Nursery Rhyme Emoji Quiz

1. Ring a Ring o’ Roses
2. Old MacDonald had a Farm
3.Three Blind Mice
4. Row, Row, Row Your Boat
5. Baa Baa Black Sheep
6. Hickory Dickory Dock
7. Little Red Hen
8. Hey Diddle Diddle

Upcoming Informal Concerts

 ♦ Thursday 25 February, 6pm

 ♦ Tuesday 9 March, 6pm

 ♦ Tuesday 23 March, 6pm

More information to follow.

Happy Birthday!

We wish a very happy birthday to the following 
pupils and staff who have their birthdays next week.

15 February
Lachie D

19 February
Archie B 

Jack C 
Nehemiah O 

Santino T

20 February
Sophie B 
Lorcan B 

Mr Jamieson

Mrs Károlyi’s Easy Scotch Pancake Recipe

Here is my pancake recipe – the world’s easiest 
mix for small pancakes. It doesn’t have sugar 
in it as the toppings are normally very sweet 
anyway. I don’t weigh the ingredients at all – I 
use a mug and fill it to the rim with plain flour, 
then I repeat this with the milk, filling the mug 
to the brim. 

 ♦ 185g flour (or fill a full regular tea mug to 
the rim)

 ♦ 250ml milk (or fill the same full regular tea 
mug to the rim)

 ♦ 1 large egg
 ♦ Pinch of baking powder (if desired) 
 ♦ Butter for the pan

You can add orange zest and cinnamon too if you 
like for fun and a bit more flavour. 

Combine the egg, flour and baking powder 
and gradually whisk in the milk until  
well-blended and forming a slightly thick batter. 
Baking powder is optional – I don’t add this as 
my family like thin, small pancakes. Transfer 
this into a jug for easy pouring. In a pre-heated 
flat plan, add a little butter until hot and melted 
and just greasing the surface of the pan. Pour 
the batter into small circles approximately 
8-10cm in diameter. When the mixture starts 
to form small bubbles, flip the pancakes over 
until lightly browned on both sides. Keep the 
finished pancakes covered in foil and warm in 
a low oven while cooking the rest. Delicious for 
breakfast with different toppings.

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk
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HAPPY 
CHINESE

NEW YEAR!

 

 

 
DEAR FRIENDS, 

 
HAPPY CHINESE NEW YEAR.

 
KUNG HEI FAT CHOI! 

 
ON THIS SPECIAL DAY WE TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY TO WISH YOU 

A NEW YEAR FILLED WITH MUCH HAPPINESS, GOOD HEALTH, 
GOOD LUCK AND PROSPERITY! 

 
WE HOPE TO MEET YOU ALL AGAIN IN THE NEAR FUTURE!

 
THE FJKS COMMITTEE

        尊敬的家⻑們，
 

        新年快樂,恭喜發財! 
 

        在這特別的⽇⼦，我們藉此祝您新⼀年笑⼝常開，⾝體健康，⼤吉⼤利，年年有
餘，萬事如意，⼼想事成!

希望不久的將來我們能夠再相聚在⼀起! 
 

                               家⻑教師會仝⼈敬賀

        尊敬的家⻓们，
 

         新年快乐，恭喜发财！
 

         在这特别的⽇⼦，我们藉此祝您新⼀年笑⼝常开，⾝体健康，⼤吉⼤利，年年有
余，万事如意，⼼想事成！

希望在不久的将来我们能够再相聚在⼀起！

 
                               家⻓教师会仝⼈敬賀

http://www.junior-kings.co.uk

